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On the Resolution of Thue Inequalities 
ATTILA PETHO 
Mathematical Institute, Kossuth Lajos University, 4010 Debreeen Pfl2, Hungary 
Let F(x, y) ~ Z[x, y] be a homogenous polynomial of degree at least 3, and m ~ Z. We 
describe a method for the resolution in (x, y) ~ Z 2, l Yl ~< Yo of the inequality IF(x, Y)I ~< m, 
using the continued fraction expansion of the roots of F(x, 1) We illustrate the method by 
solving the system of inequalities lY[ ~< 10 s°° and Ix 3 +x2y-2xy 2 -y31 ~< 200. 
1. Introduction 
Let F(x, y) ~ 71Ix, y] be a homogenous polynomial of degree at least 3, irreducible over 
Q[x, y], and m ~ Z. In this note we are dealing with the resolution in (x, y) e 77 2, l Yl ~< Yo of 
the diophantine inequality 
IF(x, Y)I ~< m. (1) 
Thue (1909) proved that for any m inequality (1) has only finitely many solutions. His 
result was made effective by Baker (1968). More precisely he proved that there exists an 
effectively computable constant c, depending only on the size of the coefficients and the 
degree of F and on m, such that for all integer solutions x, y of (1) 
max ([xl, lYl) ~< e 
is satisfied. 
Unfortunately, this upper bound is very large, and although there are some cases, 
Ellison (1971), Ellison et al. (1972), Peth6 & Schulenberg (1987) when Thue equations 
can be solved completely using Baker's bound, it is of some interest o find alternative 
methods for determining all solutions of (1) up to a prescribed upper bound. 
The key idea of our method is that if (x, y)~Ti 2 is a solution of (1), then x/y 
approximates well one of the roots of F(x, 1). We compute the large and "medium large" 
solutions from the simple continued fraction expansion of these roots, as described in 
sections 3 and 4, while for the small solutions we prove elementary inequalities. In section 
5 we illustrate the method by solving the system of inequalities 
]x3+x2y-2xy2-y31 <~ 200 and lYl ~< 10 so°. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let ~ be a real number, and let [a0; al, a2, . . . ]  be its simple continued fraction 
expansion. Let 
Po = 1, pl = ao, p,, = a,p,,-1 + P,,-2 for n t> 2 
qo =0, q l= l ,  q,,=a, qn-l+q,-2 forn>~2, 
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then the p./q. (n >~ 1) are called the convergents to c~. The following properties are well 
known, see Schmidt (1980). 
LEMMA l. I f  p,/q,, ~ a is a convergent to the real number ~, then 
1 a_p_~ 1 
(an+ 1 +2)q 2 < < _-7.q, 
LEMMA 2 (Legendre). Let a be a real number and x, y e ~_2 y ~ O, (x, y) = 1 and 
I xl 1 
y 2y z' 
then there exists an n >1 1 such that x/y = p./q,,. 
The next theorem is due to Worley (1981). 
THEOREM W. I f  ~ iS irrational, k >~ ½ and x/y is a rational approximation to a (in reduced 
form) for which 
y2 ¢ t -y  <k,  
then either x/y is a convergent to c~ or x/y has one of the following forms: 
x _ap.+bP. -~ where a>lb and ab<2k oi" 
y aq.+bq,,_l a<<.b and ab<k+a2/a,,+l 
x_ap . -bp ._ t  where a<<.b and ab<2k or 
y aq~-bq,,_t a>~b and ab 1 -2a  <k,  
where a and b are positive integers. 
In the sequel, let 
F(x, y) =fox"+f lx" - ly+. . .  +Ly"eZ[x ,  y] 
be a polynomial, irreducible over Q[x, y] with n f> 3. We shall denote by cq . . . . .  a,, the 
zeros ofF(x,  1), and take Tj --[aj--all, J = 2 , . . . ,  n. Then 
F(x, y )=fo  I~I (x--ajy). (2) 
./'=1 
LEMMA 3. Let (x, y)eZ 2, y ~ 0 be a solution of( l )  with 
Ix-cqyl <~ Ix-~jyl, j = 2, . . . ,  n. 
Let 
Then 
0 < T < min Tj and [x-cqyl ~ Tly[. 
2~j~n 
(3) 
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PROOF. It follows from the hypothesis that 
Ix-asYl >! I I~s-cqilyl- lx-=lyll  >I (T j -  T)lyl. 
Hence, by (2) we have 
IF(x, Y)I > Ifollx-oqylly[ "-~ F[ (T j -T ) ,  
j=2 
which implies (4) at once. 
The proof of the following lemma is obvious. 
LEMMA 4. Let (x, y)ffP7 2 be a solution of( l )  with (3). Then 
tin 
IX-alY[ ~ fo " (5) 
Let cq = a~ + iz I, with % # 0. Then from (5) we have 
n'l 2ill 
(x-=~Y):  +(zlY)2 ~ fo " 
This inequality has finitely many solutions which are easy to compute. Hence, in the 
sequel we shall assume cq to be real. 
THEOREM 1. Let (x, y) E 7/2 be a solution of( l)  with (3) and let k > O. Let T be tile smallest 
positive root of the polynomial 
= m 2/'11 
Hk(t) I~I (T~- t ) -  t "-2 _ 
S=2 fo k" 
Then either 
1 m lln 
[Y[ ~< -T- ~o 
OP 
y2 oq --  Y < k. 
PROOF. Let 
then 
and 
hence 
o < T= ~< T~ ~<... ~ T~, 
H~(0) = I~I T s > 0 
j=2 
Hk( Tu) = -T ;  -um u/, 1 
fo ~<o,  
0< T< min T~. 
2~j~n 
If [a ly -x  ] > T[y], then (2) and (3) imply that 
1 rn 1/" 
Jyl ~<T-fo 
Assume now that 
1 m 1f" 
[Y] > ~ fo and [cqy-xt <<. Tly[. 
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Then, by Lemma 3 we obtain 
x k. 
The coefficient of k is less than 1 because of the hypothesis on y, thus the theorem is 
proved. 
3. Reduction of Large Upper Bounds 
THEOREM 2. Let (x, y)~Z 2 be a solution of(l) with (3), such that (x, y) = 1 and lYl <~ Yo. Let 
~1 = [ao; at . . . . .  ab, . . . ] ,  where b is chosen such that qb-i >Yo. Let 
h~>l ,A=max aj 
tl<<.j~b 
and T be the smallest positive root of Hzl2(t). Then either 
lyi<~min(yo, l~o  'l') (6) 
or xly is a convergent to o~ 1with 
lYl ~< max Iqh- 
i _1 t/n i 
L 
PROOF. Assume that 
] m 1In 
To < lyl ~< Yo, 
then taking k = ½ 
~t x I 1 -y  <2y2 
follows from Theorem 1. Hence, by Lemma 2 the fraction x/y is a convergent to a,, say 
x/y = p./q.. The sequence {q.} is strictly increasing, and q. = lYl <~Yo <qb-t,  therefore 
u<b-1 .  If u~<h-1,  then q.=]y[~<qh_l. In the opposite case we conclude from 
Lemma 1 
y2 al X I 1 1 _ Y > _ _  > i  - -  (7) a.+1+2 A+2" 
We have seen in the proof of Theorem 1 that if 
1 rn 1#' 
lyl > ~ fo ' 
then laty-x l  ~< TIyl, hence by Lemma 3 and by the choice of T we obtain 
a l - -y  I m ~I 1 ] I l r l  m 1/"~"-2 1 (8) 
v2 ~ ~s:2~ ~=2L T~ ] lyl "-2' 
Comparing (7) and (8) we get 
1 m lln {A + 2"~ 1/('- 2) 
lyl ~ ~ ~ t,--2--) 
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REMARK. The reason for the practical applicability of Theorem 2 is the following. We 
know that the denominators of the convergents grow exponentially, while we expect hat 
the partial quotients are growing at most polynomially. Hence, if Yo is large, then we 
expect a new upper bound which is as large as a power of log Yo. A similar idea was used 
by de Weger (1986), 
4. On the Small Solutions 
To compute the solutions of (1) below the bound (6) requires much peripheral work. In 
the "medium large" range we can use a combination of Theorems 1 and W, choosing 
k = 1, 2 . . . . .  until the number of possibilities i not too large. The smallest positive root of 
Hk(t ) increases with k, hence the bound for y decreases in each step. 
Instead of using Theorem W for large k it is better to apply the following 
THEOREM 3. Let (x, y)eT] 2 be a solution of (1) and (3), and let T be the smallest positive 
root of 
H(t) = t " -1 -  ~'[ (Tj-t). 
Then either ~=2 
l[m__ ~l" ~o ~/" 
lYl ~< ~ [fo I and I x -~ Yl ~< (9) 
or 
1 m--- 1/" I [mj~_2~l l I ml/" 
tY[ >-~ fo and Ix -~y  I < To ~ < fo ' (10) 
PROOF. It is clear that 0 < T < min Tj. The second inequality of (9) is true by Lemma 4, 2<<.jgn 
and if Ix-aly[ >I TlYl, then the first one is 
Assume that Ix-cq y[ < TIy]. If 
lyl ~< 
then we get (9) at once. In the other case, 
also clear. 
I m 11,, 
?L -0  ' 
(10) follows from Lemma 3. 
5. An Example 
THEOREM 4. All solutions (x, y) ~ Z 2 with (x, y) = 1 of 
If(x, Y)I-- Ixa+xZy-2xy2-y31 <~ 200, IYl ~< 10500 (11) 
are given by (x, y )= (u,v); ( -u , -v ) ;  ( -v ,u+v) ;  (v , -u -v ) ;  ( -u -v ,u ) ;  (u+v, -u ) ,  
where 
u v d(u ,v)  u v f (u ,v )  u v d(uov) u v f lu ,  v) 
0 0 0 2 3 -43  5 1 139 8 7 -167 
1 0 1 2 5 -197 5 2 127 9 7 71 
1 1 - 1 3 1 29 5 3 83 11 9 --91 
1 2 -13  3 2 13 5 4 1 14 11 181 
1 3 -41  3 4 --97 6 5 -29  16 13 -181  
1 4 -91  4 1 71 7 5 113 101 81 -181  
1 5 -169 4 3 13 7 6 -83  207 166 197 
2 1 7 4 5 - 181 
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PROOF. The roots of f (x ,  1) are 
2Tt 47: 
cq = 2 cos -~- ~ 1.2469796, ct 2 - 2 cos -if- ~ --0.445041 
and 
67: 
c% = 2 cos -~- ~ -- 1.8019377. 
We compute first the solutions of (11) with 
%-- < ~. -y ,  j=2,3 .  (12) 
From (12) x/y > 0 is obvious, also together with (x, y), ( -x , -y )  is a solution of (11), 
hence we may assume x, y > O. We shall use the bounds 
1.692 < Tz = [ce2--a,[ < 1.6921 and 3.0489 < T 3 = [c~ a -a l l  < 3"049. 
STEP l. The smallest positive root of Ht/2(f) is T > 0.07. The first alternative of Theorem 2 
gives 0 < y ~ 83. We shall deal with this range later. 
From Tables II and III of Lang & Trotter (1972) we have q94s> 105°° and 
max a~ = 904, so by Theorem 2 we obtain y ~< 4 x 104. 
3~j~<949 
The simple continued fraction expansion of ~1 starts with the following values 
n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
a, 1 4 20 2 3 1 6 10 5 
p, 1 5 101 207 722 929 6296 63889 
q,, 1 4 81 166 579 745 5049 51235 
f(p,,q,) --1 1 --181 197 -2059 559 
Applying Theorem 2 once more with h=3 and t=8 we get y~<501. In the range 
83 <y~< 501 there is only one convergent to e:, which is actually a solution of (11) 
and (12). 
STEP 2. We apply to the range 0 ~< y ~< 83 the combination of Theorems 1 and W with 
k = 2. After a short computation we have either 0 ~<y ~< 24 or (x, y) = (101, 81) or (96, 77). 
The second pair is not a solution of (11) because f(96, 77) = -533.  
S'rEP 3. We use Theorem 3 and get the other values of u, v given in the theorem apart 
from (u, v) = (I, 3); (1, 4); (1, 5); (0, 1). Repeating, the Steps 1-3 for c~ 2 and cz 3 one can 
establish all the solutions of (11). But in this particular case the roots of f(x, 1) are 
equivalent numbers, namely 
1 a :+ l  
~2=- - -  and a3- - - -  
~Xl+I O: 1 
Hence, if (X, Y )=(y , -x -y )  or (x+y,-x) ,  then f(X, Y)=- I f (x ,  y). Let (x,y) be a 
solution of (11) with y>0,  x~<0. If y>~lxl, then x+y, -x>~O, and if y<~lxl, then 
y, -x -y  >>. 0; therefore, it is enough to solve (11) with x, y t> 0. We computed all such 
solutions satisfying (12) above. Hence, it remains to find all x, y >~ 0 with 
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It is easy to see that the only solutions of (10) and (13) with x, y >1 0 are (1, 3); (1, 4); 
(1, 5) and (0, 1). 
REMARK. An interesting consequence of Theorem 4 is thatf(x,  y) assumes the value 181 at 
least 12 times. Baulin (1960) proved that f (x ,  y)= 1 has exactly nine solutions. It  is a 
matter of further investigation whether there exists an integer m such that f (x ,  y) = m has 
more than 12 solutions. 
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